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Why cia classified the adam and eve story

Published: 16:40 GMT, 22 April 2019 | Updated: 17:11 GMT, April 22, 2019 The author of the book Chan Thomas worked as a UFO researcher for the U.S. Air ForceA recently published book previously classified by the CIA claiming that Jesus was a scientist who lived in India and was kidnapped by a UFO.'The Adam and Eve story', a
1966 work by former Us Air Force employee Chan Thomas, was published only partially until recently when censored parts of the book were released for the first time in more than 50 Years. In the strange text, Thomas claims that Jesus lived with the Naga tribe in northern India for nearly 18 years during his life period not mentioned in the
Bible.'Oddly, there was a tribe in the outer northern part of India called the Naga tribe,' Thomas wrote. They told the British about Jesus' after being there as a late teen-young adult who attended the Nacaal Temple as a student and graduated from the temple. According to Thomas, Jesus was considered a genius by the Naga people and
spent ten to 15 years learning to speak and write the local language. Thomas says that Jesus' last words were actually spoken in the Naga language and he translates them as I faint, I faint, darkness overcomes me. Redacted versions of the book were previously available but the fully revealed edition was recently declassified by the
CIAIn another part of the book Thomas also claims that Jesus was kidnapped by aliens on Easter Sunday and says two angels came to Earth in their space vehicles to take care of the aftermath of Jesus' crucifixion. It then goes on to say that the Genesis story is actually a parable of the collapse of a former civilization, in an extinction
event before Noah's Flood.Thomas begins the book with dedications to several American generals who are known among conspiracy theorists for their secret work during the Cold War. According to the Daily Star, the name The Adam and Eve Story comes from Thomas' view that the book of Genesis is indeed a parable of the collapse of
a former civilization that died out before noah's flood. He mentions U.S. Air Force General Curtis LeMay, U.S. Air Force General Harold Grant and and Admiral Rufus Taylor – all of whom were extremely high up in the U.S. military. One episode claims Jesus lived with the Naga tribe in northern India for years Another part of the book
claims Jesus was kidnapped by two angels in a space vehicle on Easter Sunday Thomas writes in his introduction: To all those who rediculted, mocked and laughed, banish me to the madhouse and even fire me.'Cause how else would I have been so driven to pursue, solve, solve , find and derive the truth. I owe them. Thomas was
reportedly part of a team employed by an air company affiliated with the U.S. Air Force to research UFOs.Thomas was a contemporary of Dr. Robert Wood – who has since gone on to become a prominent expert on UFOs with MUFON. In an article published in 2007, Wood names Thomas as one of his most imortant Researchers. He
describes the author as an exceptional innovative man who claimed to be in contact with ETs. Dr Wood, however, confesses he almost 'fired' Thomas for his eccentric behavior – but described him as a total out of the box thinker. William BarrWilliam Pelham Barr (born May 23, 1950) is a U.S. attorney and government official serving as
the 85th U.S. Attorney general in the Donald Trump administration since February 14, 2019. He also served as the 77th Attorney General from 1991 to 1993 during the George H. W. Bush administration. From 1973 to 1977, Barr was employed by the Central Intelligence Agency during his school years. He then served as a notary to judge
Malcolm Richard Wilkey. In the 1980s, Barr worked for the law firm Shaw, Pittman, Potts &amp; Trowbridge, writing a year of work in the Ronald Reagan administration's White House on legal policy. Prior to becoming Attorney General in 1991, Barr held many other positions in the Justice Department, including leading the Office of Legal
Counsel (OLC) and serving as Deputy Attorney General. From 1994 to 2008, Barr did corporate legal work for GTE and its successor company Verizon Communications, which made him a multimillionaire. From 2009 to 2018, Barr was on the board of Time Warner. Barr is a longtime proponent of the unitary exercise theory of nearly
unbridled presidential authority over the executive branch of the U.S. government. In 1989, as head of the OLC, Barr justified the American invasion of Panama to arrest Manuel Noriega. As deputy attorney general, Barr authorized an FBI operation in 1991 that freed hostages in talladega prison. An influential proponent of tougher criminal
justice policy, Barr as attorney general in 1992 authored the report The Case for More Incarceration, in which he argued for an increase in U.S. prison. During Barr's council, President George H. W. Bush in 1992 pardoned six officials involved in the Iran-Contra affair. Barr became Attorney General for the second time in 2019. That year,
under his leadership, the Justice Department has argued for repealing the Affordable Care Act and reinstated the death penalty for federal crimes. Even in 2019, Barr was held in criminal contempt by Congress for defying subpoenas; his department declined to prosecute him. After criticizing the Mueller investigation before taking office,
Barr did not recuse himself from overseeing the investigation as attorney general. After receiving Mueller's report, he issued a four-page letter to Congress describing what he said were its key conclusions, adding that the evidence presented did not show that Trump had not obstructed justice. Special Counsel Mueller responded privately
that Barr's letter had distorted the report. After an edited version of the actual report was released, fact-checkers and news organizations also stated that Barr's letter Report. A Report from the Justice Department on December 9, 2019 found numerous mistakes, errors and omissions in the handling of the Russia investigation, but found no
testimony or written evidence that political bias against Trump tarnished the initiation of the investigation. Within hours of the IG report's release, Barr publicly announced his disagreement with the report's findings. The following day, Barr claimed in an interview with NBC News that the Russia investigation was completely baseless and
said he believed the FBI investigation may have been conducted in bad faith. Another Redditor sent me some interesting information. Just wanted to share this here for everyone to investigate and research. Just as we've seen with the KGB declassifying huge amounts of previously classified Tartaria documents, the apparantly CIA had
some special interest in The Adam &amp; Eve Story. It's basically an essay that explains various earth-cycle disasters. It is relevant to missing time and history falsification theories, and assumes many technologically advanced ancient civilizations existed before us. NOTE: The actual CIA dossier on Adam &amp; Eve Story also contains
lots of peripheral documents on the front, so jump to around pages 19-24 if you want a quick glance at the relevant part. Here's what you/redacted sent me:There is insurmountable evidence that we are the 6th advanced civilization to exist on this earth, every time getting wiped out by a disaster. I've wondered why America has long had
the Smithsonian cover up many ancient artifacts that don't fit their story, such as hieroglyphics in the Grand Canyon, or the bones of giants all over America, but then I realized the truth quite recently... Control. The CIA just declassified a document called [The Adam and Eve Story] ( that deals with just that. No one is quite sure who wrote
it, but it seems to be written by a scientist working for the government deciphering old texts then stumbling upon a terrible fact, that every 5-6-thousand years, the strength of the poles subsides and begins to change positions and when this occurs, the mantle keep our land mass in the current position turns to jelly, causing the land masses
to be drawn 90 degrees, while the water on earth stops put, like dropping an object in a glass of water then spinning the glass in a circle ... water stay is set while the world around it moves. So, the world as we know it is wiped out in days, submerged under the sea for 40 days (ala Tale of Gilgamesh, or Noah and the Ark) until the poles
finish their shift at which point the North Pole becomes south and vice versa. I think the rest of the story that was edited tells of the survivors having to live in caves and resort to cannibalism to survive. I think that's why the Aztecs and the N.American Indians are both telling me about a white man. them and give them seeds to grow and
teach them how to harvest. I also believe that the power bein at know this, and want to keep is a secret to know very well that if they don't, they may have massive riots and won't be able to keep their cattle docile. What better way to fool the masses than to make them think they are being rescued (such as the boats in the 2012 film), when
in reality they are taken to a facility where they will be used to feed the elite? How long does it take to regrow enough vegetation on earth not to resort to cannibalism? Do some research on [our poles currently moving fast now!] ( Then read up on all the elite politicians and leaders visiting Antarctica now! I couldn't find any credible links,
which is strange because of how many have gone up there, from the Pope, to John Kerry, to great leaders. Page 2 71 comments
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